Ardmore is delighted to introduce the STEM Academy. Students will have the opportunity to explore the four elements of STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths), develop their vocabulary, while enhancing their understanding of each element.

**WHO CAN TAKE PART**

The course offers a truly cross-cultural opportunity for young learners to improve their key skills. Participation in the STEM Academy affords future young leaders an unparalleled chance to build confidence in key areas such as scientific vocabulary, problem solving, mathematical functions and design.

**INCLUDED**

- 15 hours of English lessons per week in international classes
- 12 hours per week of Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics related activities
- 1 Full Day excursion per week
- 1 Half Day excursion per week

**SELLING POINTS**

Our STEM Academy seeks to broaden students’ horizons, inspire them to achieve and provide them with new life skills which will help them to undertake further learning and future academic opportunities. Students will attend seminars, workshops and lectures by guest speakers.

- STEM subjects will include Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths, all designed to challenge and prepare our international students for the future.
- The Ardmore STEM Academy includes exciting field trips, interactive workshops, simulations, case studies, presentations and speeches from guest speakers.

**MISCELLANEOUS**

Having the drive and intellectual curiosity to tackle difficult situations and tough challenges, plus the ability to help other people do their best is an essential life skill. By developing these academic skills, students will open up opportunities for a bright and positive future.